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Microfluidic Enabled  
Low Cost Beam Scanning Arrays 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Low-cost realization of high-gain beam 

scanning apertures 

 Higher realized gain compared to       

traditional switched FPAs 

 Significant reduction in complexity of 

RF feed network layout 

Novel MM-Wave Beam Scanning and  

Imaging Array Technology 

Experimentally Proved With a 1D Ka-band FPA 

Prototype Designed to Operate With an 

Extended Hemispherical Rexolite Lens. Also 

Applicable to 2D Arrays and Operated at the 

Focal Surface of Other Microwave Lenses. 

USF Available Technologies  

R esearchers at the University of South Florida have invented a 

microfluidic reconfiguration technique for the low-cost realization of 

high-gain beam-scanning mm-wave focal plane arrays (FPAs).  

The need for high data rate information collection and processing (e.g. 

emerging surveillance and communication systems, mm-wave imaging systems, 

radars) calls for electrically large high-gain antenna apertures with beam-

scanning and imaging capabilities. Such capabilities continue to be limited to 

few specific platforms as the existing technologies are widely viewed as costly 

and impractically bulky. Typically, beam-scanning is conventionally carried out 

using reflectors, lenses, or phased arrays. Reflector antennas are typically not 

found attractive as they are bulky and require very precise mechanical 

elevation/azimuth scans at mm-waves. Lenses can be made thin and lighter 

weight with recently developed synthesis techniques. However, beam-scanning 

functionality in both reflector and lenses is either accomplished by using 

mechanical scans or constructing focal plane arrays (FPAs) consisting of costly 

complex RF switching networks. Phased antenna arrays offer several 

advantages over reflectors and lenses because they can potentially provide low-

profile and high-efficiency apertures due to the absence of spill-over losses. 

However, for high-gain mm-wave apertures, the advantages of phased antenna 

arrays come along with high system complexity and cost.    

The novel microfluidic reconfiguration technique introduced by USF researchers 

alleviates the need for active RF switching devices by utilizing antenna elements 

consisting of liquid metals or metalized plates movable within interconnected 

microfluidic channels placed at the focal surfaces of microwave lenses. The 

flexible nature of the microfluidic channels also offers a convenient method for 

curved surface installations to realize wide-field-of-view performance. They also 

allow for realizing high-resolution mm-wave imaging arrays that can be used in 

a variety of applications such as medical or structural health monitoring. 

Consequently, this novel microfluidic reconfiguration approach holds potential 

to transform high-data rate communication, surveillance, and imaging systems 

into mainstream technologies by offering unparalleled flexibilities at a fraction 

of the cost of traditional solutions. The invention can be widely used in 

commercial millimeter-wave applications such as satellite communications and 

microwave imaging. It also can be utilized for military and meteorology 

applications.  
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